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Benton County  

Statewide Transportation Improvement Fund 

Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes 
January 11, 2021 

                               Virtual GoToMeeting 

 

Committee Members Present:  Hal Brauner (Chair), Greg Gescher (Interim Corvallis PW Director), 

Meredith Williams (Vice Chair, OSU), Gary Stockhoff (ex-officio/Benton County PW Director), Steph 

Nappa (OCWCOG), Pat Hare, (City of Adair), Nick Meltzer (ex-officio/OCWCOG) 

 

Staff Members Present:  Lisa Scherf, Brad Dillingham. 

 

Guests: Tim Bates (Corvallis Transit System), Barry Hoffman (Albany Transit System). 

 

1. Call Meeting to Order  

The meeting was called to order at 3:40 PM by Hal Brauner, Chair. 

 

2. Approve Minutes of December 28, 2020  

Brauner requested a motion to approve minutes. Hare moved to approve minutes, seconded by 

Gesher. Committee voted and approved. 

 

3. Public Comments 

No public comments. 

4. Prioritize FY 2022-23 STIF Formula Projects 

Scherf explains the different roles and who is representing what. Dillingham is here serve BAT and its 

projects, Bates is here to represent CTS and its projects and Scherf is here representing Benton County 

as the qualified entity.  Scherf then explains each attachment. 

Attachment A – Complete list of projects w/ colorful spreadsheet and has been seen before.  

Attachment B – has also been seen before and shows a funding allocation summary of PTSP (assuming 

successful/unsuccessful discretionary grants) and a Biennium Allocation Summary – projected funds 

available for this biennium. 

Attachment C - Advisory Committee review of proposed projects – set of mandatory STIF review criteria 

came from statute and rules for STIF monies. 

Scherf explains, Staff attempted used this information to objectively organize by points making an 

assumption that any project that was approved in a prior STIF period and included in our current plan as 

an operating project – that it would be a priority to keep those going. Even if they weren’t started.  

That’s why you will see the Linn-Benton Loop expansion, which we didn’t really start, is going to be in 

that upper tier, which we didn’t really even prioritize, we just put them at the top. We then used the 

mandatory STIF criteria and tried to be objective on a scale of one to ten on how they meet the criteria. 

Once we did the first cut, we organized with a point order. Within that list, we adjusted accordingly by 

saying ATS has these projects, which were put in order of priority points according to input received at 

last STIF meeting.  
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This didn’t adjust projects within different agencies, it only adjusted them within PTSP’s category of 

projects. 

Also, anything with a pair were paired together. We put the match first, assuming it will be higher 

interest to the group. The exception to this is the HWY99W pilot project, which is very expensive and 

Staff is recommending that we do not fund without a grant.  

Attachment D - This attachment represents the result of those exercises. Part of the criteria are local 

factors and discretion and subjectivity in knowing the area and how projects interact with each other. 

The committee has discretion to organize differently and also added UPRS. These funds can also be used 

to bolster other projects and make room for unanticipated projects. 

Staff recommends we would fund every project with the exception of the HWY corridor project without 

grant match. 

Committee is to review the list and determine if you would like to recommend to the BOC that we fund 

at the requested funding levels. There have been prior biennium’s where there were projects 

recommended for funding, but not at the full amount. List will then be sent to BOC on 2/19/21 and will 

be acted on 3/2/21. 

Williams wants to verify total amount is greater than the ongoing funding that we are estimating.  

Which is correct. Scherf offers explanation of the gap in monies and ideas on making up difference. 

Brauner notes there are many unknowns and putting big money into unanticipated projects, and that 

there may be large amounts to carry over. Scherf notes we are getting close to our limits of ongoing 

operations and in the future we really need to keep that in mind. 

Brauner asks about a motion to approve the project list prioritization as recommended by staff and 

discussed by committee. Hare moved to approve, Gesher seconded - committee voted and approved 

prioritized project list. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

5) FY 2022-23 STIF Discretionary Project Presentations 
Projects were presented at last meeting.  
 

6) Prioritize FY 2022-23 STIF Discretionary Projects  
Hare motions to recommend funding, at 3, 1, 2, 4 Williams seconds. Committee votes and approves. 
 
STF Discretionary Ranking 1-4  
 
1) BAT - B. Highway 99W Corridor Pilot Service – Benton Area Transit 

This project proposes to meet a need for public transit along the 99W corridor from McMinnville to 
Junction City that has been assessed as part of an ongoing Hwy 99W Transit Corridor Study managed by 
Oregon Cascades West Council of Governments with funding from the STIF Discretionary program. The 
consensus among participants in the study, which includes representatives from Lane Transit District, 
Lane Council of Governments, Benton Area Transit, Salem Area Mass Transit and Yamhill County, was 
that sufficient demand for transit exists on the corridor to launch pilot transit service. Two of the 
participants in the study, Yamhill County and Benton County, have agreed to a partnership to operate 
the pilot transit service. 
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2) COG – A. Addressing Regional Transit Network Gaps 
Funds will be used to design two mobility hubs within Benton and Linn Counties. These mobility hubs 
will be at Oregon State University in Corvallis and Linn Benton Community College in Albany, both of 
which are identified on ODOT’s Key Transit Hub Report. The mobility hubs will provide space for multiple 
buses to stage and layover and provide space for transfer waiting areas, secure bicycle parking, electric 
vehicle charging stations, and curbside area for taxis and other ride hailing services (e.g. Lyft, Uber). 
Planning work will be done by OCWCOG staff with technical assistance from consultants. This 
discretionary application includes a second task that will develop a Regional Transit Coordination Plan. 
The plan will primarily be created by OCWCOG staff using outreach, extensive data analysis, and plan 
review. The deliverable will be a planning level document. 
 

3) BAT - A. Vehicle Cameras - Benton Area Transit  
Funds purchase of on-board camera systems to enhance safety and security aboard BAT vehicles, 
including buses and minivans. The number and configuration of cameras depends on the vehicle type 
and size. On-board cameras are considered an industry standard and a best practice for the security of 
both passengers and drivers. 
 

4) COG - B. Technology Improvements for Demand-Response/Non-Emergent Transportation - 
OCWCOG  

This project will upgrade the current customer service, scheduling and tracking software used by  
OCWCOG’s Non-Emergent Medical Transportation (NEMT) brokerage program, known as Ride-line. The 
current software is no longer supported, scheduling is still done by hand on paper, and none of the 
transport vehicles have GPS devices. 

 
 

7) Adjournment 3:53 pm 

Next Meeting:  TBD  



 

*** Memorandum *** 
 

 

 

 

TO:  Benton County STIF Advisory Committee 

FROM:  Lisa Scherf, Transportation Services Supervisor  

  Qualified Entity Representative 

SUBJECT:  FY 2021-23 STIF Advisory Committee Meeting 

DATE:  September 30, 2021 (for October 7, 2021 meeting) 

 

BACKGROUND  

At its January 11th meeting, the Benton County Statewide Transportation Improvement Fund (STIF) Advisory 

Committee recommended to fund all projects listed on the Benton County STIF Project List (Attachment A). 

This recommendation was sent to the Benton County Board of Commissioners on February 2nd and was 

approved for submittal to the State as the Benton County STIF Plan. The Oregon Transportation Commission 

approved the Plan on May 13th, 2021. With one quarter of the FY21-23 biennium behind us, we are 

reconvening to provide a summary of the last biennium. We are also informing the STIF Advisory Committee 

and local PTSPs of new changes that will affect the STIF process in Benton County. These changes include: 

 the upcoming STIF/Special Transportation Fund (STF) consolidation;  

 the transition from a disbursement-based process to a reimbursement-based process for project expenses 

that will take place this biennium period; and  

 implementation of the Unanticipated Projects of Regional Significance (UPRS) project.  

 

DISCUSSION 

FY18-21 STIF Plan Summary 

Estimates from ODOT for FY18-21 projected $3,984,260 would be available for projects in Benton County, and 

our FY18-21 STIF Plan included projects expending that amount. However, due to phasing of projects and the 

impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, only $2,308,037 (57%) was expended during the FY18-21 STIF period. This 

left $1,676,223 as a carryover to the current biennium, along with additional collections that exceeded the 

ODOT forecasts. These funds were carried into the current biennium in the UPRS project, for a total amount of 

$2,165,591. A spreadsheet summarizing the funding for each PTSP is included in Attachment B.  

STIF/STF Consolidation 

At the direction of the Oregon Legislature, the STIF and the STF programs will be consolidated at the State 

level beginning in the next biennium (FY23-25). The Benton County STIF Advisory Committee and the Benton 

County Special Transportation Advisory Committee (STAC) will be consolidated at this time as well and new 

by-laws will need to be written. The Oregon Department of Transportation convened a STIF Rules Advisory 

Committee (RAC) to assist in the development of Oregon Administrative Rules that will govern the combined 

funds and their respective programs. This group has met monthly since June of 2021 and welcomes input from 
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both the public and local STIF and STF Committee members on the progress of the work. Key outcomes so far 

include: 

 Changing “Public Transportation Service Provider” to “Sub-Recipient” to account for entities that may 

receive STIF funding but are not Public Transportation Service Providers. (For example, non-profits such as 

Ride Connection in Portland and Linn Shuttle in Sweet Home provide public transportation and currently 

receive STF funding, but do not qualify as PTSPs). 

 Increased the number of representative groups that Qualified Entities (QEs) can consider when appointing 

STIF Committee members (e.g. veterans, people with limited English proficiency, transit users, bicycle and 

pedestrian advocates, land use planners, educational institutions, Black, indigenous and people of color, 

etc).  

 Requiring QEs with a population of 50,000 or more to include at least four members who separately are 

members of or represent these groups: low-income individuals, people age 65 and older, people with 

disabilities, and public transportation providers. 

 Allowing STIF Committees to appoint working groups to provide additional input of STIF Formula projects. 

Work groups do not have to include members of the STIF Committee and do not have to have bylaws. 

Input from any work groups much be documented in the STIF Committee meeting minutes where the 

input is considered. 

 Changed one of the considerations for the STIF Committee when reviewing STIF Formula projects as 

follows: “Whether the Project would maintain an existing, productive service.” The RAC felt “productive” 

was subjective and could vary widely from one area to another. 

Information on this process, including all meeting materials, can be found at 

https://www.oregon.gov/odot/RPTD/Pages/STF-STIF-RAC.aspx  

Reimbursement Process 

For the FY18-21 period, Staff created a quarterly disbursement system for each PTSP based on the funding 

identified for them in the FY18-21 STIF Plan. The intent of this system was to get the money to the PTSPs 

quicker, front-loading them to reduce the financial burden of implementing projects from scratch. 

Unfortunately, as noted above, many of the planned projects in the FY18-21 STIF Plan were not completed. 

Staff decided to discontinue disbursements to the PTSPs in September 2020 due to the lack of eligible 

expenses made by PTSPs. At the end of the FY18-21 STIF period, staff oversaw a reconciliation process to 

return unspent funds and interest accrued back to Benton County for holding in the QE’s STIF account. This 

will be available to future projects.  

In response to the outcome of the last STIF period, Benton County and its PTSPs moved to a reimbursement-

based system. PTSPs will simply need to report their expenses through OPTIS as they currently do now to 

receive funding from Benton County. By switching to a reimbursement-based process, the STIF Funds received 

by Benton County are easier to manage, which is helpful for the small QE staff.  

Unanticipated Projects of Regional Significance (UPRS) 

The UPRS is included as the last project on the Benton County STIF Plan (See Attachment A). The UPRS is 

intended to fund projects and opportunities for PTSPs as they arise over the current STIF cycle. Ideally, 

projects funded by the UPRS would not require ongoing funding unless a future funding source is identified to 

https://www.oregon.gov/odot/RPTD/Pages/STF-STIF-RAC.aspx
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maintain the project once it has been implemented. A good example of a UPRS project would be a one-time 

purchase, a small shortfall in an already-approved project, or as a resource to help PTSPs deal with short-term 

financial obstacles. 

Using a projection at the time, QE staff estimated that $2,914,247 would go unspent from the previous STIF 

period. This amount was used as a placeholder in the STIF Plan until the actual amount was identified at the 

end of the last STIF cycle. The actual total for the UPRS project is $2,165,591. 

The STIF Advisory Committee must approve all projects considered for funding by the UPRS. Below is a list of 

projects that are currently being brought to the STIF Advisory Committee to be reviewed at this time: 

1. Philomath Connection – Fareless Service – $49,800 

City of Philomath’s City Council recommended to Philomath’s City Manager to pursue a STIF project, 

which would enable the Philomath Connection (PC) to become a fareless transit service. The biennial 

cost of the project would be $49,800. This amount accounts for $12,400 in projected lost fare box 

revenue, $27,000 in projected lost OSU Group Pass revenue, and $10,400 in projected lost revenue 

from ADA Paratransit fares to Benton Area Transit (BAT). PC is planning to include the cost of going 

fareless as part of their ongoing service expansion in future STIF cycles.  

2. Benton Area Transit – Dispatch Upgrade – $128,000  

Benton Area Transit (BAT) is in need of an update to its current dispatch software. In the previous STIF 

cycle, STIF funds were allocated to BAT for procuring a new dispatch software but due to staff 

turnover and complications from the pandemic, staff was unable to purchase the upgrade in time. For 

the FY18-21 STIF cycle, BAT requested $120,000 for the purchase. This request reflects that same 

purchase, while considering a 3% inflation rate.  

ACTION REQUESTED  

1. Provide any feedback on information related to STF/STIF consolidation process. 

2. Review and either approve, deny, or provide recommendations to the UPRS Projects being proposed.  

 

Attachments: A – Benton County FY 2022-23 STIF Formula Project List 

  B – Benton County FY 2018-21 STIF Disbursement Summary 

 

 



Attachment A

Project

Rank

Project 

Score

Original

Project

ID

Agency PROJECT TITLE Request for FY22 Request for FY23
TOTAL Request 

for FY22-23

Projected Ongoing 

Operations Cost

ATS-1 Albany Linn-Benton Loop Expansion 300,000$            300,000$            600,000$            600,000$            

ATS-2 Albany Linn-Benton Loop - Preserve Service to Enhance Expansion 37,500$               37,500$               75,000$               75,000$               

ATS-3 Albany ATS Expansion - North Albany Service 75,000$              75,000$              150,000$            150,000$            

BAT-1 Benton County 99W Service Pilot Discretionary Grant Match 47,000$               19,760$               66,760$               395,200$             

BAT-2 Benton County Coast to Valley Express Expansion (+1 Run) Operations -$                    80,000$              80,000$              320,000$            

BAT-3 Benton County Coast to Valley Express Expansion Discretionary Grant Match 30,000$              -$                    30,000$              

BAT-4 Benton County Camera System Discretionary Grant Match 20,000$               -$                     20,000$               

BAT-5 Benton County Adair Shuttle 5311 Formula Grant Match 19,000$               19,000$               38,000$               38,000$               

BAT-6 Benton County Bus Stop Amenities 16,000$               -$                     16,000$               

BAT-7 Benton County Program Marketing, Admin & Maintenance 120,000$             120,000$             240,000$             240,000$             

CTS-1 Corvallis Corvallis Transit System Expanded Service 1,123,730$         1,157,442$         2,281,172$         2,281,172$         

CTS-2 Corvallis Transit Support Position 60,000$              62,700$              122,700$            122,700$            

CTS-3 Corvallis CTS and Philomath Connection Garage Expansion 75,000$              -$                    75,000$              

CTS-4 Corvallis Mid-life Rebuild for CTS Buses 155,000$            -$                    155,000$            

CTS-5 Corvallis Bus Stop Amenities 33,190$              42,810$              76,000$              

CTS-6 Corvallis Onboard Camera System Enhancement 55,000$               -$                     55,000$               

COG-1 OCWCOG Seamless Transit Continuing Operations 8,750$                 30,625$               39,375$               46,600$               

COG-2 OCWCOG OSU Mobility Hub Design Match 12,500$               -$                     12,500$               

PC-1 Philomath Philomath Connection Service Enhancement 55,000$               55,000$               110,000$             110,000$             

PC-2 Philomath Philomath Bus Stop Amenities 63,000$               -$                     63,000$               

ALL-1 All *Unanticipated Projects of Regional Significance (UPRS) 2,914,257$          -$                     2,914,257$          -$                     

Total for All Agencies  $         5,219,927  $         1,999,837  $         7,219,764  $         4,378,672 

Bold = New Project this biennium

Italics = Project established in FY 2019-21 Benton County STIF Plan

* = Estimate contingent on actual expenditures in FY19-21

Benton County FY22-23 STIF Formula Project List



Attachment B

STIF Reimbursement Progress
Albany Benton County Corvallis OCWCOG Philomath

Quarter 1 -$                           -$                           -$                           -$                           -$                           

Quarter 2 -$                           1,494.00$                  239,358.00$              1,833.00$                  45,038.00$                

Quarter 3 4,500.00$                  40,906.00$                159,304.00$              5,000.00$                  -$                           

Quarter 4 -$                           568.00$                     -$                           998.00$                     -$                           

Quarter 5 500.00$                     45,649.00$                143,929.00$              859.00$                     -$                           

Quarter 6 6,100.00$                  3,028.00$                  365,895.00$              1,233.00$                  -$                           

Quarter 7 345,500.00$              15,107.00$                728,166.00$              311.00$                     -$                           

Quarter 8 6,200.00$                  24,044.00$                122,517.00$              -$                           -$                           

Total Expenses 362,800.00$              130,796.00$              1,759,169.00$           10,234.00$                45,038.00$                

Total Award 580,500.00$              387,870.00$              2,916,490.00$           10,000.00$                89,400.00$                

Total Disbursed To Date 352,000.00$              288,977.00$              2,011,190.00$           10,000.00$                89,400.00$                

Total Unused 217,700.00$              257,074.00$              1,157,321.00$           (234.00)$                    44,362.00$                

Amount Disbursed minus Amount Used (10,800.00)$               158,181.00$              252,021.00$              (234.00)$                    44,362.00$                

Interest 6,737.11$                  -$                           14,491.94$                -$                           332.72$                     

Paid Back (BC has paid if negative) (4,062.89)$                 158,181.00$              266,512.94$              -$                           44,694.72$                

Outstanding Balance -$                           -$                           -$                           -$                           -$                           

Expenses Reported by Quarter
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